LOCAL INFORMATION

Reaching IISc:

From Airport-
Bangalore has excellent cabs services from Kempegowda International Airport. Participants may take a cab (Ola and Uber are the popular smartphone apps) from the airport to the institute (locally known as Tata Institute; https://goo.gl/maps/LuQkgcX7EYF2). The approximate one-way fare is less than Rs. 1000/- (night-time may have additional charges).

Also, there is the airport bus that can drop you at the main entrance of IISc (bus number KIA-10) which is about 3 km away from the guest house. The approximate bus fare is Rs. 250/-.

From Railway Stations-
Bangalore has multiple railway stations. The railway station closest to the Institute is Yevsantpur Railway Station. All railway stations are well connected via auto rickshaws and cabs.

Local Hospitality:

All outstation participants are hosted at the Centenary Visitors House (CVH, 080 2293 3500), IISc, which is open 24/7. The participants may check-in at any hour of the day.

CVH is 15 minutes of walk (https://goo.gl/maps/CVVDEBQts2r) from the Physics department, the conference venue.

Breakfast and dinner are provided at CVH for the guests staying there, and lunch and coffee/tea/snacks for all participants are provided at the conference venue. A banquet dinner has been arranged on one of the days of the conference at the Main Guest house (https://goo.gl/maps/YBxdznUGaso). The cultural programme is at the Satish Dhawan auditorium (https://goo.gl/maps/cFzS7uweQy32).

There are several eating options just outside the institute gate accessible from CVH.

Other Information:

June will be rainy so it will be useful to have an umbrella. In case of emergency please feel free to call Prateek (+91-8861264098), Aditi (+91-9632494692), Siddhartha (+91-9632147289) or Prakriti (+91-8105663170).